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The quality and maturity of software
practices used by an organisation is
directly linked to the flow of value to
customers. Adopting contemporary
practices shifts gears to accelerate this
flow. Are you up to speed?


HYPR

Our playbooks

The Big Picture 
The Golden Age is here 


Our headline playbook sets the scene for the four transitions you

Our playbooks are a broad guide to how
we approach and deliver your
engagement. That engagement is

Golden Age. 
 
Each of these transitions are covered in more detail in the
following playbooks…

nothing ‘off-the-shelf’ except a
combination of useful models,
interesting patterns that have emerged
in our work and a deep knowledge of
organisational, technological and human

Transition Technology 
Untangle the net


complexity. These ideas may or may not

Scaling Lean-Agile 

apply, but they’re a different way for you

Edit the DNA



to consider what’s important for your
play.

Improve Practices 
Enhance the flow


From Project to Product 
Make value visible


Our Playbooks

unique and specific to you. We take

need to make in Pursuit of Relevance… the ability to play in the
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IMPROVE PRACTICES

ENHANCE THE FLOW

Setting the  
scene
Customers expect organisations to deliver
continuous innovation through new and
improved products, services and features. 


The organisation’s software practices
must maximise this flow of value in order
to play in the Golden Age. 

But how does an organisation know if its
practices are up-to-speed and how to
transition them if they’re not? Introducing
an Improvement Model that identifies
benchmarks, patterns and trends and
establishes baselines for organisations
seeking to uplift their capability and
maximise flow…

Where do NZ
organisations
stand?

We’ve worked with over 150 New Zealand

The Improvement Model

businesses and established performance
benchmarks for a range of practices

The Improvement Model, based on anonymised data, is designed to help
businesses:


across the software delivery lifecycle.
There are huge variations in maturity
between the best and weakest
performers…

Baseline their existing practices’ capability across eight high-level
measures, 35 sub-measures 

sub-measures and 278 criteria

Compare this to benchmarks established by the Model

Identify improvement priorities in the business’s context

Identify areas of weaknesses which may pose a risk to growth


The benchmarks represent, in a broad sense, the state of software
delivery of NZ Inc. It’s clear from these measures that NZ businesses
need to get up-to-speed to compete more effectively. For organisations
that perform below average, the need to uplift ability in software
practices is necessarily urgent. For those performing above average, the
Best in NZ performance provides a benchmark to aspire to. 
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Improvement over time
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NZ SaaS businesses are typically unaware of overall benchmarks or what
truly great looks like. Most won’t have a clear measure of their maturity
baseline. But the one thing they do have in common is a recognition of
the need to improve.
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When these businesses engage in the Implementation phase of the BfS
programme and begin to address priority issues in their practices, the
change in performance is tracked over time. Here’s a sample of the
improvement in eight organisations over an 18-month period…
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Small or large, the Model works
The Improvement Model works for all organisations, especially NZ SaaS
businesses with a single team. For direct engagements with large
enterprises, we scale the design and delivery of the programme’s
elements for their multi-team environments. The focus in these
engagements is to align teams to the use of common contemporary
software practices.

But what are the contemporary practices we’re looking for?
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Improvement Model
measures

CRITERIA 1

The Improvement Model has eight

CRITERIA 2

high-level Measures, 35 Sub-Measures

CRITERIA 3

and 278 Criteria. The following provides
an overview of what great looks like for
each of the high-level measures...

HIGH-LEVEL MEASURE 1

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 4

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 5

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 6

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 7

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 8

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 9

SUB-MEASURE 1.1

CRITERIA 10

Total of 8 High-Level

Total of 7 Sub- 

Total of 10 Criteria in

Measures in the

Measures in High

the Sub-Measure 1.1

Improvement Model

Level Measure 1

Measure

1 

Measure

2 

TEAM

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT VALUE FLOW


High-performing teams are self-organising and base

Key to ‘early and often’ delivery of value is understanding the

decision-making on promoting the flow of work.

underlying principles that enable flow.


Communication patterns are critical, teams need to work

High-performing leaders and teams move faster by using

collaboratively, share ideas and have effective process and

small batch sizes, limiting work in progress and identifying and

work space to facilitate knowledge sharing


reducing delays in their process


Clear roles help with process and product improvement


Technology products need focus with a clear direction


Teams need to have the effective processes in place to

Innovation should be validated by customers with feedback

onboard new members and support different skills levels and

driving incremental evolution

experience


Measure

3  

Measure

4  

PRIORITISATION AND PLANNING


TECHNICAL PRACTICES

Products need to be progressively elaborated to avoid unnecessary

Technical practices support the conscious management of

rework. 


code-level technical debt.

Different levels of planning should operate on different

High-performing teams are aware of code smells and adopt

cadences against the appropriate batch size to help guide

practices to actively improve code quality every time a change

product direction in a way that is aligned to strategy but

is made


capable of pivoting based on market demands 

Efficient developer workflow assisted by modern tools helps
A common language for artifacts is needed to ensure

increase productivity and enables safe and rapid system

everyone participates effectively in collaborative planning


evolution while maintaining code quality


People doing the work should be involved in estimation and
prioritisation and should be supported by customers and
product owners


Measure

5  

Measure

6 

QUALITY PRACTICES



ARCHITECTURE


Organisations cannot scale or go fast over longer time periods

It’s critical that the appropriate architectural style is applied to

without good quality.

match the constraints of the system and anticipated performance
and scale. 


Layered Test Automation is the foundation for quality, starting
with simple, discrete microtests that are run frequently during

Architecture must support business and customer demands

development and on commit


including in periods of growth


Additional layers of Automated Testing may include

Architectural technical debt must be understood and actively

specialised testing approaches and non-functional tests

managed


dependent on scale, technology stack and industry

Options to extend the system to meet anticipated growth
Automated Testing allows team members to focus on high-

should be identified and kept open


value manual exploratory testing and ensures serious defects
are found quickly and fixed once


Modern technology, tooling and architectural patterns,
including APIs and security, should be understood and used

Quality also has an external focus, products must be easy to

where appropriate


use and intuitive

Systems should be organised by business context and be
Metrics should be used to improve internal and external

explainable from a business and technology perspective using

quality practices


a ubiquitous language


Low coupling, high cohesion and excellent dependency
management help ensure systems can continue to be evolved
rapidly


Any specific algorithms should be relevant and well
implemented


For highly-scalable systems, concepts that improve resilience
to failures or outages of subsystems or third-party systems are
also important


Measure 7 
DEVOPS AND CONTINUOUS DELIVERY




Measure 8 
CULTURE AND LEARNING


Automation, including deployment, infrastructure processes,
testing, releasing and system observation is essential to moving
quickly and scaling fast


A competitive advantage for software product companies is being
able to learn and adapt faster than competitors around product and
process. 


Continuous delivery pipelines should be extensible to meet
expected growth, security and resilience demands over time

Metrics can be derived from the pipeline to guide
improvement

Small changes must be able to be pushed into production
quickly and safely

Releases should be frequent, low stress, require few people 

The system should be observable and teams should be
notified of problems before customers with the ability to
recover quickly

Infrastructure should be maintained via code


If everyone is encouraged to generate ideas then solution
design is improved

Improvement opportunities need to be identified and actioned
quickly

High-performing teams solve complex issues collaboratively
with transparency of information

High-performing organisations have leaders who are able to
develop people


IMPROVE PRACTICES

ENHANCE THE FLOW

Transitioning
practices
Improving software delivery practices is one of
the four dimensions in an organisation’s
ability to play in the Golden Age. Here’s how
we help enterprises achieve it…


Implementation
by business
value
The Improvement Model is a framework
that baselines an organisation’s software
practices’ performance and highlights
the gap against benchmarks. Once the
capability gap is understood, software
practices can be transitioned over time,
one at a time, in priority order. 


Improve Practices  
engagements process
A transitional approach to uplifting ability is essential in team
environments. Everyone needs to be on the same page, talking the same
language and moving and learning together. Engagements for
transitioning practices fall into two categories. 


Standard engagements  
The Improvement Model is used to explore all aspects of an
organisation’s software delivery capability and then identify one priority
practice for improvement

Targeted engagements 
The Improvement Model is used to explore one specific issue faced by
the business (eg. Quality or Scaling Saas) and then identify one priority
practice for improvement specifically relevant to the issue


In each Improve Practices engagement, there are two phases:
Discovery / Objective = Identify the best first move  
Which practice/s need/s improvement?  
Which business area (domain, service, functionality) will
benefit most from improvement?  
Match the practice and business area for the highest return or
‘best first move’  
Plan out a transition roadmap for improving/introducing the
practice in the business area 

Discovery creates the baseline measurement of software practices for
the business
Implementation / Objective = execute the best first move and learn 
Execute the plan in live delivery  
Automate wherever possible  
Assess, learn, adapt, repeat for next priority 

Implementation is expected to deliver improvement against baseline
measure


Implementation

Discovery and Transition Roadmap

CHECK-IN

Business context


Vision for improvement


BASELINE

AUDIT

IDENTIFY

PRIORITY

PLAN

EXECUTE

AUTOMATE

REPEAT

Understand existing

Identify priority business

Plan how the priority

Begin implementation

Automate practices

Review and understand

practices 


areas (service, domain,

practice can be improved

(improvement (or

wherever possible (eg.

the impact of your first

or functionality) that

(or introduced) on the

introduction) in

quality, scalable

priority implementation



might benefit from

priority business area


controlled live delivery

architectures and

on the prioritised

delivery pipelines)


Improvement priorities

Which practices might be
Current situation


practices uplift 

prioritised for uplift 

Current capabilities

business area

in an obvious ‘best first
move’?

Then go back and
identify the next priority

Match priority business
areas to prioritised
practices 


Which area and which
practice uplift delivers
the highest return?


for action
 

Change outcomes
Through our experience in helping over 150 teams transition their
software practices, we’ve observed three important outcomes:
Practices improve – shift up from baseline measure  
Flow of value improves – change in business outcomes
(eg. onboarding time)  
Visibility improves – the Improvement Model gives teams
tangible evidence of effort


“Founders that learn are more
successful: Startups that have helpful
mentors, track metrics effectively, and
learn from startup thought leaders raise
7x more money and have 3.5x better
usergrowth”
‘The Startup Genome Report’

Seeing the evidence of change has a significant positive impact on
team motivation and engagement. The Improvement Model
effectively creates higher-performing teams that work better
together and promotes a continuous learning and improvement
culture. The Startup Genome Report provides empirical evidence
that this is key factor of success for startups.

IMPROVE PRACTICES

ENHANCE THE FLOW

Exploring  
better
practices
The Improvement Model’s Sub-Measures included basic
descriptions of what good looks like across a range of software
practices. In this next section, we focus in more detail on some
key contemporary practices which uplift an organisation’s
ability in flow, feedback and the delivery of value.


Project and
Product-based
software
development
There are two main approaches to
software development, based on
Projects or Products. Choose wisely
which route to follow…

Project-based development
A Project-based approach to software development works best when a
business problem is well understood, stable and very predictable. For
example, to reduce the costs of a well-understood process. 

A company may contractually arrange the work to be carried out by a
software service company. Where the process is less stable, the
company will need to understand the risks of utilising the produced
software and manage any future enhancements. 

Projects organise people around work. Project-style delivery is
undertaken in the belief that once you have a detailed plan and
specification of what needs to be delivered, it is just a matter of following
the plan to get it done in time. However, this can underestimate the
uncertainties involved in software development. Often, the edge cases of
stable processes are not allowed for.

Using a Project approach to
Products
The Project mechanism is often used in the development of
Products, but it fits badly. When there is uncertainty, research
and development is needed. Projects imply a start and end
date and a fixed budget, yet software products are rarely
finished. They will likely be continuously refined, based on new
features and direct feedback from customers. In order to
maximise economic value, prioritisation trade-offs must be
made at a finer level and thus more frequently. 

A Project style tends to be short-term. It doesn’t account for
learning, nor does it tolerate experimentation. Managing
technical debt and building quality into products for the
medium-term tends to have lower priority. The process
generates undue stress due to problems in estimation and
ability to deliver to those estimates. This often results in taking
shortcuts in quality, leading to development slow-downs and
higher costs in the medium-term.

We often see software companies trying to move towards a
Product focus. However, they may be obliged by their clients
to incorporate custom software into their product. Such
customisation tends to be carried out with a Project focus.
Problems we’ve seen from this have included:
Under-estimation of the effort required to build and include
custom code 

Managing the lack of clarity that may only become clear once
development is underway 

Under-estimation of the longer-term financial impact of
custom code on the maintenance of the code-base of the
product

Customisations tend to have a lower quality both external and
internal (technical debt) as they receive less ongoing
maintenance


The most successful software product companies have moved
to a Product-based approach… 

Product-based software
development
A Product-based approach differs in emphasis from a Project
approach in several important ways: 

The clarity and stability/predictability of what’s to be built

Building the right product. Rich Mironov states that “There is
nothing more wasteful than brilliantly engineering a product
that doesn’t sell”. Products typically fail when they solve the
wrong problem or when they are undifferentiated or poorly
positioned 

The lifetime of the Product: Building the product right over
the medium and long-term

A successful Product company will:
Appreciate the critical importance of direct customer insights

Create a continuous deep, shared understanding of market
and any ecosystem nuances

Use indepth interviews and tailored questionnaires to see
patterns and outliers

Understand how much users would be willing to pay for the
product

Focus on business segments, not deals. This is what Mironov
calls the “strategic art of choosing customers who want the
same solution – to ‘Build once and sell to many’” 



Use iterative and collaborative processes that bring stable,
cross-functional teams of people together to work on value
streams close to their customers. All team members need to
develop product insights, with collaboration, rather than
operating within silos 

Experiment, learn and explore to find market success. The
lean startup process consists of spiralling validation cycles of
Build-Measure-Learn. Fast feedback from customers is
essential for ongoing validation. Defining Minimal Viable
Products (MVPs) is the smallest step to validate the product
ideas. It’s surprising how little may be needed to gain
feedback: What is the essence of the idea and how can that be
created without bells and whistles? 

Understand that all experiments will provide valuable
information, even if some don’t directly impact on product
features. Experiments need to be low cost and quick to carry
out (eg. mostly a week or so at most). There are many different
types and fidelity of prototypes, concept boards etc. and those
used will be appropriate to the feedback being sought and to
the focus group 

Gain good user feedback in order to develop a deep and
effective understanding of user groups and market segments.
This can be through quantitative data insights and qualitative
feedback direct from users. It’s more difficult for this to work
with remote clients, so aim for local ones. But be clear about
your product focus and be prepared to shift that focus as you
understand the market better. Avoid being distracted by oneoff solutions or side tracks offered in feedback by your clients 

Make it easy for (potential) users to provide feedback by
building mechanisms into the software for this at an early
stage. For example, users are allowed to ask questions or
make comments/ratings directly in the user interface.
Capturing usage patterns is achieved through good tools that
can be incorporated with low cost


DevOps
DevOps is a ‘culture’ best defined by
observable behaviours, including
psychological safety and working more
collaboratively. DevOps helps shift teams
away from departmental project thinking
to thinking about product flow and
removes the divide between
development and operations. 


A mature DevOps practice reduces tension between delivery throughput
and system stability through automation and knowledge sharing.
Benefits from implementing DevOps include:
Creation of a continuous learning and improvement culture

Higher frequency and quality of deployments 

Greater innovation and risk-taking ability through safe-to-fail
experimentation 

Better ability to identify the approaches that deliver faster time-tomarket 

Reduced lead time for fixes 

Greater understanding of severity and frequency of release failures 

Improved Mean Time to Recovery (MTTR) 

Reduced key person risks and bottlenecks through decentralising
control


Automation and creation of
resilient, self-healing practices
To operate effectively at scale, software is typically distributed.
Distributed systems provide many benefits, but also unique
challenges. Resilience can be thought of in two dimensions –
technology/engineering resilience (maintaining the efficiency of
function) and ecological resilience (maintaining the existence of
function). Creating resilient, self-healing systems requires
consideration of the following:
Understanding the highest-value improvements that can be made

Helping technologists understand that distributed systems are
often non-deterministic – this helps create the right culture for
change

Helping to improve the flow of information between development
and operations

Understanding the role of architectural patterns in system
resilience

Understanding that complexity is the enemy of resilience

Establishing Chaos Engineering Initiatives to help change
behaviours towards hypothesis-based experimentation

Leveraging cloud technologies to eliminate single point of failures
and fast recovery from any incident


Automating delivery pipelines

Continuous Delivery pipelines automate infrastructure,
testing, deployment and release. A good practice here is to
treat the platform itself as a product whose customers are the
development teams. A product platform must be easy to use,
easy to maintain and provide the fast, visible feedback that
teams need to deliver, but also the flexibility to support
diversity in teams.
Using multiple pipelines, typically one per software
component, also allows faster rollout of updated versions of
each software component rather than having to rollout the
entire product as one single unit. Pipelines involve a lot more
than just building and testing code in the modern
development stack. They now need to incorporate security,
malware and governance checks and move to continuous
security, malware and governance postures, with additional
focus on fit-for-purpose. Pipelines should provide the
confidence that the product is secure, meets regulatory
requirements and that features work as expected. They
should also include proactive, automated updating of
third-party libraries for which new security patches are
available.


Layered Automated Testing is essential in an effective
pipeline. As with all technical practices, if not adopted
properly, they can be ineffective and expensive. Experience
helps guide a team to the best approach in their context;
taking into consideration technology stack, current maturity,
programming languages, software architecture, tools and
delivery demands. 

‘Shifting left’ should also be encouraged. Engineers then own
the pipeline from source code to production and keep the
pipeline fast by removing or re-evaluating long-running
processes. There are no ‘snowflake’ environments because all
environments are the same. Creating environments that are as
similar as possible as production, cost-permitting, allows
teams to practise and identify problems before deployment.

While delivery is continuous, release should be ‘on-demand’.
This can be accomplished by using appropriate system design
to make changes available at the right time and/or
incrementally to assess overall system impact. Potential
techniques may include feature toggles and similar, as well as
authorisation based on policies or activities.

These pipeline practices help teams know that features work
today, tomorrow and in a year’s time. Improved feedback/fast
feedback cycles promotes fast learning and gives teams
confidence to evolve and refactor mercilessly, drastically
cutting development time. Delivery to production can be
reduced from months to days or even shorter.
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Continuous Integration and
Continuous Delivery (CI/CD)

Continuous Delivery encourages teams to build software that
can be deployed at any time. Deployment of code need not be
continuous but practices in this domain should provide
confidence that code that is built and packaged can be
deployed safely and reliably. 

Central to Continuous Delivery is a delivery pipeline through
which all code is sent (see diagram above). This pipeline
incorporates commit, acceptance and production stages. As
teams mature, both application code and infrastructure utilise
pipelines to support the Build Quality in practice. 

There is a separation between delivery and release, the release
being when a feature or features are actually provided to
users. Separating these concerns helps identify where modern
practices can be successfully adopted in order to simplify
delivery processes and release value faster. Being able to
deploy continuously and release on-demand enables the
business to deliver business value in a controlled way at just
the right time.


Progressive Delivery
Progressive Delivery extends Continuous Delivery by
providing the ability to deliver targeted features to certain
customers. Rather than features being deployed dark and
turned on as a whole, Progressive Delivery enables the
delivery of features to groups, regions or other demographics
to assess fit-for-purpose, usage etc. 

There is a growing trend towards testing value hypotheses in
production. So the aim is faster delivery into production, with
the ability to do more testing in production. Using Progressive
Delivery techniques, this is much more achievable. Delivery to
production is a technical concern, while releases to customers
is a business concern. Product managers can be empowered
by having the tools to turn features on.

SaaS-style
architecture

Contemporary cloud architecture, often

Strategic concern separation

used for SaaS applications, should be

patterns – Bounded Contexts

considered at an early stage in any
transition to contemporary systems
and/or for the building of new products.

One of the most important design considerations in building
contemporary architecture is how to split up a domain into services
which play nicely together. One technique is to identify ‘Bounded

This will help extend functionality at a

Contexts’. Some Bounded Contexts are obvious, others less so. Making

sustainable pace and scale solutions to

good separation choices depends on finding the ‘right size’ and content

meet growing demand in a way that
keeps data secure.

of each Bounded Context and having names for them that are
meaningful to all stakeholders. Bounded Contexts help represent a
business domain in the most effective way and facilitate value
conversations about it.  


Achieving the right ‘size’ may require some experimentation. For
example, one Bounded Context may turn out to be too big because it
consists of too many domain concepts. The Bounded Context should be
split into smaller pieces. At other times, a Bounded Context may become
too small, even trivial. It may make sense to combine the small Bounded
Context into a related one.


The implementation of Bounded Contexts requires additional
considerations for scalability, performance and data sovereignty. In
general, aiming for ‘high cohesion’ with ‘low coupling’ provides the most
flexibility for the overall system.

Event-driven services (and

REST-based APIs, GraphQL

command-event pipelines)

and Network of Data

An event-driven (often referred to as ‘event-sourced’) system

High-maturity REST APIs consider and use all the constraints of

has the benefit of not only storing the current state of the

REST including hypermedia. GraphQL is also an excellent option

system, but also the events that caused the system to be in

for certain types of interactions. For larger systems, these

that state. The value to the business includes an audit log of

approaches can be combined.


system events, the ability to replay events for seeding new
services with historic data and fixing errors in business rules

APIs are used by all clients. These include web applications,

retrospectively. Technically, events are discrete and immutable

mobile apps and native apps, as well as third-party applications

and are therefore suitable for publishing/sharing data across

for integration purposes. In general, only a single, consistent API is

service boundaries without tightly coupling those services.


needed. Access to different parts of the API and data is then
controlled via authentication and authorisation. Consistently

Event-driven approaches also allow different options for how

enforcing permissions is easier to apply as a cross-cutting

the system operates. For example, time-consuming

concern with a single API for all clients.


calculations can be off-loaded from the path that deals with
synchronous invocations of API (Application Programming

An API typically consists of multiple endpoints, eg. customer,

Interface) endpoints. It also allows for components to not be

order, etc. From an API client perspective, it is not relevant how an

available for a time without having to stop the entire system,

endpoint is implemented. If all endpoints are implemented by the

eg. when a component is updated to a newer version.


same software component or back end, this may point to a
monolithic implementation. By using API gateways that allow

By queueing events, a system can also gain capabilities to deal

routing requests based on URL paths, endpoints can be

with spiky loads, eg. month-end processing. Queues serve as a

implemented in a multitude of ways, thereby unlocking additional

buffer for a period of time. Another advantage is that multiple

options for deploying a system including greater scalability and

instances of a consumer of an event queue can be created,

more options for avoiding single points of failure.


unlocking additional scalability options.

Data returned by different endpoints may be related to each other
by using URLs (aka data links), ie. hypermedia. Using a Network of
Data enables the adding of new endpoints without breaking
existing API clients. An extremely simplistic client could also be a
web browser with just a JSON plugin, which could serve as a
valuable tool in development, testing or fault diagnosis.

Layered test automation
Although Automated Testing is no longer optional, many

In general, testing through the interface is less ideal. Tests are

organisations still struggle with Automated Testing or even

often costly to write and maintain. Often, the test suite becomes

quality practices in general. Some organisations don’t have

brittle and there tend to be intermittent test failures which may

any automated tests, yet are happy to spend over 50% of their

require investigation and manual intervention. Generally, the best

development capacity on fixing defects, whether they be

option is to test at the lowest/smallest level if possible and move

found internally or externally.


up to more expensive tests only if and when it is the only option.
Tests through the user interface should remain the absolutely rare

The first step is always the hardest, but once automated tests

exception.


are added to the Definition of Done (DoD) and once the tests
are included in the Continuous Delivery Pipeline, there are a

It should also be noted that automated tests should not be written

large number of types of tests that can be automated. Unit

by dedicated people or teams. Instead, ideally, tests are written

tests, now sometimes also referred to as microtests, test a

first, eg. based on acceptance criteria that form part of a feature.

single function or class. If there are dependencies, these can

And those automated tests should be written by the developers

be mocked. The code may need to be refactored to enable

who then implement the feature. Test Driven Development results

mocking, usually by using the concept of dependency

in much simpler and better implementations and designs than

injection (DI). Average duration per microtest is typically a

test-first, let alone test-last. Quality must be built in rather than

microsecond.


being tested in. Automated tests are just one of many quality
practices that assist with this endeavour.


Integration tests target a class or software component (eg.
microservice), with their dependencies available as well. Tests

We’ve provided further thoughts on how to implement test

in this space typically take longer to run (at times a few

automation on page 43.

seconds) and they can be more expensive to maintain, so
generally there are fewer of them. Other areas that can be
automatically tested include performance, security,
architectural compliance, etc. Even resilience when third-party
systems may not be available can be tested automatically by
simulating system outages or error conditions.

Contract tests
As systems grow, they are increasingly broken down into
components such as microservices and the number of
interactions between them increases – one service makes a
request to a different service and expects a response. While
it’s possible to use an actual implementation of the other
service, such integration tests can be slow and brittle. There
may be occasional broken tests (returning false positives).

An alternative is to define the interaction between a service
provider and a service consumer independently. An
interaction is the combination of a request sent by a service
consumer and a response returned by the service provider in
return to the request. A set of interactions establishes a
‘contract’. With that in place, both provider and consumer can
be tested for adherence to the contract. Depending on which
party is under test, the other party can be mocked. This is a
common scenario and many tools exist to make this type of
testing easier. Examples include PACT, Spring Cloud Contract
and Hoverfly.


With contract testing in place, each microservice can evolve
independently. There is no longer any need to view the entire
system as one unit that is released or deployed in a single
‘atomic step’. Time-to-market for new features is reduced and
business value flow is improved as those new features become
available faster and more frequently. Teams working on
different parts of the overall system can work mostly
independently, without impacting on other’s work.

CAP Theorem and data
partitioning
In any system, trade-offs need to be made between
consistency, availability and partitioning of data. This is
described by the CAP Theorem originally developed by Eric
Brewer. One option is building a monolithic system such that
data doesn’t need to be partitioned. The result is an
unmaintainable system. It actually doesn’t solve the problem
but just defers it into whatever storage technology is used, eg.
relational databases. Systems beyond a trivial size are
therefore broken down into smaller components such as
microservices. Each of these components is then responsible
for a partition of the data (see bounded contexts on page 35). 

A further trade-off must still be made between availability and
consistency because data, such as a customer’s name and
address, may be shared or replicated. For example, availability
as used in the CAP Theorem would mean that all services are
available and can respond to all requests with a suitable
response. The response may not necessarily reflect the most
recent change(s) in the data of the whole system.


Alternatively, if consistency as defined by the CAP Theorem is
more important than availability, one could use a mechanism
such as distributed transactions to ensure that data only
becomes available in any one microservice if all microservices
have reached the new consistent data state. Consequently,
some data will not become available until the transaction has
completed successfully.

To unlock massive scale, consistency is often traded off in
favour of availability. Without concepts such as distributed
transactions (or minimal use of them), the computational
overhead is reduced and the system can scale significantly
further. Strict consistency in the traditional sense is then
replaced with eventual consistency.

Eventual consistency

Idempotent services

Transactional systems are designed to ensure consistency at

Components that subscribe to and process events need to be

all times. This is typically achieved by using transactions.

able to process those events even if the same event is received

However, these limit scalability because transactional systems

multiple times. When components have this capability –

must coordinate access across many resources and between

idempotency – it is possible to replay events if required. This

many different clients, eg. by managing locks and lock

may be the case when new components are added or when a

conflicts. Some systems’ scalability is severely limited due to

new version of a component is needed in case of an issue. In

the use of distributed transactions. To unlock the ability to

this instance, idempotency allows the component to reprocess

scale massively, it’s necessary to overcome the limits of

the same events again.


transactions.

Another aspect of idempotency is the ability to process events
One way to achieve this is introducing the concept of Eventual

out of order. Events may be received in an order different to

Consistency in combination with a robust event or messaging

that in which they were created. For example, this can be

component. Instead of insisting on instantaneous consistency

caused by the technology that represents event queues.

across all system components, events are used to propagate

High-throughput queues may limit throughput (bandwidth) if

changes. Recipients subscribe to events as needed (typically

they are required to deliver events in the same order. Allowing

by type) and process events as they arrive. This may result in a

the same queue to deliver events out of sequence lifts that

short delay until such events have been processed

limit, improving the scalability of the system.


everywhere. Eventually, however, the data will be consistent.

Allowing for each event to be received at least once in any
While this introduces additional complexities, for example how

order is more flexible and easier to accomplish than the

to ensure a user sees consistent data only, the upside is that

requirement to deliver each event exactly once, and all events

eventual consistency can assist with massive scalability. For

in exactly the correct order. As a consequence however, the

example, new recipients of events (components), can be

components receiving a message need to be able to deal with

added with minimal impact on the existing system

out of sequence events and any duplicate events. The upside

components. The whole internet could be viewed as a system

is a much more scalable system as the requirements for the

that uses eventual consistency. With today’s technology, it

messaging infrastructure are far lower.


would not be possible to build an internet that is
instantaneously consisted at all times.

Modelling techniques

Integration patterns

At any point, regardless of system size, models help with
discussing and thinking through architectural and design
decisions. Modelling techniques such as event storming are
particularly useful for systems based on event-driven
architectures (microservices are often combined with
eventing). 


There are many different patterns for integrating different
system components. These include Publish-Subscribe
Channel, Dead Letter Channel, Content-Based Router,
Message Filter, Event-Driven Consumer, Competing Consumer
and many more.


Event storming is a group-modelling technique that should
include all members of a cross-functional team. It’s based on
Domain Driven Design (DDD) which fosters a mutual
understanding of the business domain and allows better
communication with stakeholders through the use of
ubiquitous language.


Systems should be designed using patterns that foster
decoupling. All patterns that support an event-driven
architecture assist with that. Decoupling system components,
for example microservices, enables independent
development, testing, building, deploying and release of those
components. Business value flows earlier and faster through
the Continuous Delivery pipeline, thus providing customer
value earlier and faster.

Using integration patterns also allows evolving the system to
address additional market segments, responding to changed
requirements, as well as better scalability.


Hollow-out strategies

Understanding anti-patterns


Existing monolithic systems can be improved by using a

Conway’s law states that the architecture and design of a

hollowing-out strategy. Often a good approach is to identify a

software system reflects the communication structure of the

Bounded Context and then move related functionality into a

organisation building that software system. In other words, an

new component, eg. a service. Both the monolith and the new

organisation can inhibit or enable the creation of software

service are accessible via an API.


systems that have properties making them more or less
adaptable to ever-changing requirements.


An important prerequisite for this strategy is the use of a
unified API. With rules defined in an API gateway, requests can

Therefore, it is important to organise your development team

then be routed to either the existing implementation in the

in a way that enables building systems using contemporary

monolith or to the new service. This routing is transparent

architectures. At the same time, this will help avoiding

from an API client perspective.


anti-patterns such as cylinder-centric architectures or
distributed transactions (an impediment to massive scale).


Once the new service runs reliably, the next Bounded Context
can be identified within the monolith and the process repeats.

Anti-patterns come in many shapes and sizes. It is important

This is obviously a strategy that will take time. However, it can

to continuously identify where those anti-patterns occur and

be executed in a smart way by addressing, for example,

take steps for addressing them.

performance or scalability issues first. 

Hollow-out strategies can be combined with adding new
functionality to the services being separated. Technical debt
can also be reduced while extending the product’s capabilities.
To avoid new services having to make compromises when they
need to interact with the monolith, an anti-corruption layer
may be required.

Organising teams

Infrastructure as Code

Software development teams should be modelled around

Representing Infrastructure as Code has become the norm, in

services only when those services have been designed with

particular with the increase in popularity of public clouds such

well-defined responsibilities and interfaces. In the same way

as AWS (Amazon Web Services), Azure and Google. Instead of

we decouple services, teams can also be decoupled. Teams

making changes to the cloud infrastructure through a console

become autonomous units that take responsibility for, and are

or a portal, the desired state of the cloud infrastructure is

accountable for all aspects of the microservices they build and

described in a generic language. Tools are then used to apply

maintain. Teams are free to make decisions that lead to the

the required changes and migrate to the desired state. Since

fastest path-to-value. This form of decentralised

these files are text files, they can easily be versioned to enable

decision-making has been shown to reduce delays, increase

better lifecycle management of the infrastructure. For

flow and produce more innovative solutions.

example, new resources can be provisioned automatically by
changing a few lines of code.


It’s often desirable to have a production environment (PROD),

Performance engineering goals


as well as other non-production environments such as User
Acceptance Testing (UAT) or development (DEV). With
infrastructure as code, it’s much easier to maintain multiple

It is important to set realistic system performance goals. There

environments and keep infrastructure in sync. In addition,

is often a tendency of non-technical stakeholders to request

separating PROD from other environments assists with

that the system is as fast as possible, but performance always

protecting the business, as well as customers’ data, and with

comes at a cost. By working with stakeholders to set objective,

meeting regulatory requirements.


measurable goals, the performance of a system can be
measured and the system engineered to meet just those

Infrastructure as Code also plays a role in disaster recovery. In

goals, minimising the risk of over or under-engineering the

the unlikely event of an environment becoming unavailable, it’s

system. Teams working on the system will need data from

possible to create a new environment, perhaps in a different

system telemetry to see the impact of changes in achieving

region, very quickly. Other environments such as temporary

those goals (avoiding regressions/understanding

environments for product evaluation or demonstration

improvements).

purposes can be also created and managed easily.

Implementing
layered test
automation
Manual testing has value in exploratory
testing and smoke testing, but it’s not
enough. Layered test automation, once
applied well, speeds up the whole
development process…

Benefits
Automated tests provide more immediate feedback when code is
changed. They reduce the need for manual testing of simple
scenarios so that testers can do more exploratory testing. They
support refactoring, which is often needed to keep code clean and
coherent, providing fast feedback if a change has unintended
impacts. Comprehensive test suites of automated tests have
multiple levels – see The Practical Test Pyramid.

Transitioning test automation
skills
We recommend starting with writing microtests, then adding
integration and system tests later. It can be difficult to learn several
different skills at the same time so we recommend developing them
independently. The difficulty is that existing or ‘legacy’2 code
usually has to be changed to make it testable and this skill is the
most difficult to learn. Once you have gained experience with
testing new code, then move on to older code. 


We suggest that, to begin with, two developers work together in
writing microtests to learn from each other. Industrial Logic
provides excellent eLearning materials on TDD and microtesting.
Here’s a series of steps which have proved to be helpful. Only move
onto the next step once you have gained proficiency and
confidence in the current step.

2 ‘Legacy’ code, according to Michael Feather, is code without automated
tests


Step 01

Step 02

Microtests for pure  
functions/methods

Microtests for side-effect
functions/methods

Start by writing microtests for new pure functions (ie. no side
effects). You will find many pure functions (such as for business
rules) hiding in the middle of other code. For example, can the user
see this? What is the cost? Is this button enabled? What error
message is displayed to the user? 


Next, write microtests for new code that has side effects, using
mocking (Moq for C#). Allow time to get good at handling
mocking. Aim to keep the methods under test relatively small
and coherent (single responsibility). Mocking can be tricky. If
you find that the test set-up and mocking of dependencies is
getting complicated, it may be that the method being tested is
doing too much. Hence microtesting gives you useful feedback
about design. 


As you get good at this, you can start applying it to legacy code. If a
method or function needs to be changed due to a new feature or
bug fix, then extract out any pure functions (in C#, refactor/extract
them as static methods so that the result depends only on the
arguments). And then write microtests for those pure functions. 

Making lots of small changes over time means that your work
doesn’t slow down much. But slowly the code quality improves and
it is easier and faster to make changes in that code. Don’t bother
with code that is stable and unchanging; microtests can be added
when/if it is changed in future.


Next, start applying such microtests to legacy code. If a larger
method needs to change, first extract out pure functions. Then
break out any coherent sub-steps that can be well-named and
write tests for those before making the changes required for
the bug or the new feature. Introduce classes for managing
access to database, files and network so that the microtests
can test code without such dependencies by mocking them.
This also means that you are able to test scenarios that are
difficult or impossible otherwise, such as various exceptions
from those accesses (eg. optimistic lock failure). 

As you make changes, run all the microtests to check nothing
is broken. Hundreds of microtests should run in a few seconds. 


Step 03

Step 04

Test Driven Development (TDD)

Integration tests

Next, consider using a TDD approach, starting with pure functions.
Writing tests before code can force code to be easier to test and
therefore have good design patterns. It also allows teams to
continuously deliver value even as they grow in size with less
experienced developers. Internationally, TDD has become a
highly-sought-after skill, indicating the success of the technique. In
the UK, it is a higher frequency keyword than ‘Scrum’ in job
descriptions. 


Experience with microtests will help here, as many of the same
issues arise at multiple levels of details. 


The idea here is to write the first microtest and then write the code
to pass the test. Eg. if the function works on a collection of items,
the first test may be to verify a correct result (value or exception)
when the collection provided is empty. Then write the next
microtest for the next case and write the test to pass it. 

Over time, the microtests and code may need to be refactored to
make it clearer, etc. The aim is to have clear microtests that act as a
specification; they are much more effective than detailed
documentation (as they provide examples of use and they’re known
to be consistent with the system).

Next, start writing integration tests. Integration tests are needed for
database, file and (possibly) network access. These tests run more
slowly, and you will have far more microtests. For example, a test
adds data to the database and then checks that a method to select
from a set of tables provides the data that was expected. 


Step 05
System tests
Now start writing a small number of tests that validate the
interactions from outside a system or between multiple systems.
For example, a test may call the API to add data and then uses the
API or database to (partially) verify that that data was handled
correctly. Avoid testing detailed business logic which should be
covered by microtests. Instead, verify end-to-end capability so they
are more like smoke tests.

Dealing with
quality issues
There are usually several underlying
reasons for quality issues. Here are some
possible reasons, along with
corresponding ways to improve...


Technical debt

Technical debt makes it difficult to make code changes without
introducing errors. Low modularity and high levels of dependencies
are likely problems.
Slowly reduce technical debt over time in those areas of the code
that are undergoing change

Missing model
When developers lack a sufficient model of the product and/or
architecture, they miss important connections and make mistakes.
Have the team build a more sophisticated understanding of the
product and the architecture

Missing IDE feedback
Lack of immediate IDE feedback makes it difficult for developers to
spot errors as they happen.
For the front end, gradually shift from JavaScript to TypeScript,
adding optional types as that code is changed

Aim to write unit tests (microtests) 


g

Poor feedback vocabulary

Poor clarity around lo

When code review feedback lacks a useful vocabulary for

There may be misunderstandings around the logic of a

discussing code problems that impact on quality, code reviews

feature, such as calculations, leading to errors.

ic

can have less effect on quality than expected. 

Have BAs, testers and relevant developers involved at the
Build a team understanding of ‘code smells’ and their
economic impact


start of the sprint in a Specification By Example
workshop on those features that have some complexity
around the domain or the logic

Use those ideas in code reviews

g

Testin

is left too late

Too much specification detail
If testing is left until the end of a sprint, testing can be missed
Waterfall specs encourage developers to be bricklayers, rather
than being designers and thinkers responsible for their work.

when there is insufficient time.

T

esting needs to happen throughout the sprint and so some

b

.T

q

So-called ‘problems with requirements’ are rarely solved by

features need to

increasing the effort on writing specs.

one developer works on the same feature at once
re

Encourage developers and testers to improve their domain
and product understanding to reduce the need for explicit,
detailed communication


b

q

e ready earlier

uire more coordination,

b

his re

UI-based testing, such as with Selenium, is slow and the tests
are expensive to maintain, so they are often dropped. 


Use such tests as smoke tests only


It’s much more effective to instead invest in microtests
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towards the end of the sprint to help work

Poor test investments

uires that more than
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Specification By
Example
Specification By Example (SBE) was
developed by Gojko Adzic and is the
most effective way to do acceptance
testing at the system level. By using
realistic examples as a single source of
truth for the whole team, SBE reduces
rework and enables you to build the right
product, as well as build the product
right.

A shared understanding improves
the flow of value


SBE is used to create fundamental building blocks of meaning – or
‘examples’ – through a collaborative process that ensures everybody on
your teams gain a shared understanding of ‘what means what’. Living
documentation is kept in sync with the product through maintainable
automation. Adzic identified seven key process patterns used by
organisations to maximise the flow of value in software delivery. Briefly…

1. Deriving scope from goals

2. Specifying collaboratively

Deriving scope from goals is key to building the right product
and avoids situations where, while software might deliver what
a customer asks for, it fails to deliver what’s really needed. 


The collaborative designing of specifications reduces
misunderstanding and misinterpretation and avoids business
users validating software after delivery and the potential for
unnecessary rework. The specifications themselves will be
more valuable because business users and technologists use
different heuristics to solve problems and they will each have
very different ideas.


Rather than providing development teams with preordained
solutions to implement and a full scope of work before
implementation starts, business users should instead outline
the business’s goals and the value expected from a project.
This helps software experts better understand and contribute
to how value is best delivered and how outcomes are best
achieved. 

Business users and software teams collaboratively define the
scope that achieves the desired business goal. Business users
communicate the intent of a desired feature and the value it
provides and the team creates the best solution based on cost,
speed, difficulty, maintenance etc.


Specifying collaboratively creates a stronger sense of
collective ownership and heightens team engagement in
maximising the value delivered.


3. Illustrating specifications using
examples
The need for requirements to provide a full and unambiguous
context for development teams is not helped by our ‘natural
language’, which can be highly ambiguous. If natural language
is all that is used, too much is open to interpretation. Small
differences in understanding can create outsize effects as
development progresses and heighten the risk of rework and
delay. It would be far better to replace specifications with
examples.

Rather than waiting on definitive concrete specs, successful
teams make them concrete by illustrating specifications using
examples. Examples will be illustrated for all the functions
required to meet a specification. Technical teams are more
likely to identify edge cases through this illustration process
and this can help remove gaps or conflicts in functionalities, as
well as misinterpretations. 

The examples provide a sound basis for understanding what
the software needs to do and if the system works correctly – in
other words, that it meets the specifications that were
established collaboratively.


4. Refining the specification
Collaborating on specifications will usually result in a lot of
examples and many with a lot more detail than is required to
illustrate a feature. This surplus makes things harder to
understand so they need to be refined to the level where the
team has a concrete and precise context for development and
testing. Examples should only define the target with enough
detail to implement and verify it and, in the process, show what
the software is supposed to do, not how it does it. 

When examples are refined, they are known as key examples
and can be used as an acceptance criteria, acceptance tests
(and the basis for future functional regression testing). The
Definition of Done is when the system works correctly for all
examples. 


5. Automating validation without

6. Validating frequently

changing specifications
We want as much trust in specification as we do in code by
Specifications with key examples are used to validate the

keeping systems and executable specs in sync. This is

product during development to ensure that it meets what’s

achievable if we frequently validate all specifications because

expected. While testing could be done manually, it would be

any differences between system output and specification can

very slow. Automation is required but the automation is

be quickly detected, discussed among business users and the

different from the standard programming used by developers

team and resolved.

and testers. Specifications must not be modified while being
automated because information may be lost or the wrong
information may be introduced during the transcription. The
documentation (and documentation tool used) is critical in
helping teams access the specs, stick to them and keep them

7. Evolving a documentation system

in the original human-readable form.

Because software should evolve continuously to deliver
maximum value, there’s a risk that documentation of changes is
poorly done or managed. Easy-to-access, well-organised,
consistent and consistently-updated specifications are
essential to avoid the bottlenecks created when only code is
the single source of truth. Living documentation is as reliable
as code but written in a way everyone can understand, from
business users to BAs to devs and testers. The team is more
able to effectively evolve software and maximise the flow of
business value.


Build  
right

years

Benefits
Specification By Example is an approach to testing that improves the

last
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flow and delivery of value:

Reduced time to market – SBE helps teams clearly define a target that’s

the

universally understood and objectively measured. This helps a team’s
analysis, development and testing activities become better aligned and

Business
failure

Community

focus

in

more concurrent


Changes can be implemented more efficiently – the living
documentation is a reliable source of system information enabling teams
to better analyse the impact of potential changes and share knowledge 


Success
Right 

Higher product quality – expectations are defined early and clearly,
therefore the testing process is more efficient and effective 


product
Specification

By

Example

Less rework – collaboration on specifications creates a shared
understanding by all team members 


Improved collaboration gives better alignment of the activities of
different roles on a project 


Useless

Maintenance

crap

nightmare

Helps teams move away from the idea that development needs to run in
stages eg. finish development, then test, then polish the product enough
for it to be deployable 


Kanban
The application of Kanban to software
from Lean Thinking was introduced by
several thought leaders including David
Anderson at DJAA. The following
treatment is based closely on the
material scrumandkanban...


What is Kanban?
Kanban is a pull-based approach to managing work such that developers
grab suitable work when they’re ready to start something new, rather
than being assigned it. It has six core approaches: 


1) Visualise workflow  
Visualising work enables better understanding of how work proceeds
through a system. This allows teams to spot areas that need change. A
common approach is to use cards on a board – with different columns
for each step of your process. 

Teams start with what already exists and don’t change processes
immediately. They visualise the different types of work they do, show
who is working on each item and which items are blocked.

2) Limit Work In Progress

4) Make process policies explicit

It’s important to limit the work that a team and an individual
have in progress at any one time. This helps avoid context
switching, which can be expensive. A pull-based system has
the benefit of not producing inventory (WIP) that is discarded
or revisited at cost later. A team is then working on the most
appropriate item that the business needs, based on the
backlog. 


Knowing the rules is essential to improve a situation. With clear
processes, teams can have an objective discussion about
improvements. Explicit policies include identifying what must
happen before an item can be pulled into a particular part of
the process (known as ‘Definition of Ready’), defining what
finished looks like (known as ‘Definition of Done’), and
acknowledging how each of the different types of work
individuals received (known as ‘classes of service’) is actioned.


3) Measure and manage flow
By measuring the flow of work through a process, teams can
identify problems. Every process has at least one bottleneck
and any system can only work as fast as the slowest
bottleneck. Teams make changes to your processes in an
attempt to improve flow of value, measure the changes... then
repeat the process... again and again – to continually improve
processes. 


5) Implement feedback loops
Feedback loops arm teams with data on the flow of work so
they can better improve flow. Teams are encouraged to get
wider data about the company as a whole and the team’s
contribution to the overall flow. Feedback should come from
customers, other teams within the business and wider
stakeholders.

6) Improve collaboratively, evolve
experimentally
The scientific method puts forward a theory, tests it, keeps what
works and discards what doesn’t. This is continuous, evolutionary
and incremental improvement. One particular area of improvement
that will improve the flow of work through a team’s process is to
reduce the variations in the work. When the work done is similar,
teams can deliver consistently. When it is varied, it is difficult to be
consistent. Example of sources of variability are: 


Differing sizes of work items – eg. putting tractor wheels on is
going to take longer than car wheels

Differing classes of service – eg. having urgent work come in where
I have to drop what I’m doing is going to cause the dropped work to
take longer, while the urgent item is done quickly – variation 

Having to rework items – eg. doing a job right the first time saves
time in the long run 

Accepting unknown work – eg. agreeing to undertake work that is
ill-defined  

Why HYPR?
A different path

We’re passionate about helping NZ organisations
improve their ability to deliver value through
software. We believe we have a different take on how
best to achieve that and a uniquely talented team
that proves it time and again.


By bringing our toolbox of models, frameworks,
concepts and experience to your table, we aim to
shine a light on your situation in ways that you may
not have previously considered. Ways that help you
see things through different lenses and which reveal
the new paths to value that are worth exploring. 


If you care about pursuing relevance, we’d love to
help you find your path. And be your guide in
travelling it. 


Our team

Our team works at the edges of technology and best
practice to make things better – for the people who
are responsible for delivery and the people who use
the software. We think of our team as ‘engineers of
human architecture’ with incredible skillsets that help
others build with the human dimension in mind. 
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The illustrations

Our illustrations are designed to capture the meaning of what we do and
who we are. Like what you see? You can download several of them from
our website for free, to use and share as you wish. We’re also exploring
printing them beautifully if there is demand. Don’t hesitate to demand :-)
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